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Consensus Building Presentation

Met Tuesday evening from 6:30 until 8pm

- 148 people in the room at time of count

- Presenter and expert panel
  - Mark Nowell – Cisco
  - David Chalupsky – Intel
  - Howard Frazier - Broadcom
  - John D’Ambrosia - Dell
  - Joel Goergen – Cisco
  - Brad Booth – Microsoft

- The presentation discussed the expected need for 25 Gb/s Ethernet over a single lane for server interconnects:
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Straw Polls & Counts

1. Should a study group be formed for “25 Gigabit/s Ethernet over a single lane for server interconnects”?
   - Y: 121
   - N: 1
   - A: 14

2. Number of people attending presentation:
   - 148

3. Individuals who would participate in a “25 Gigabit/s Ethernet over a single lane for server interconnects” study group:
   - 59

4. Companies that would support formation of a “25 Gigabit/s Ethernet over a single lane for server interconnects” study group:
   - 36
Motion

Request that the IEEE 802.3 WG form a study group to develop a PAR and CSD for:

25 Gigabit/s Ethernet over a single lane for server interconnects

M: Mark Nowell
S: Howard Frazier
Procedural (>50%)
Y: 61  N: 0  A: 5
Final points

- Informing ITU
- On-going consensus building
- SG attendance in Kanata?
- Thank you again to the panel from the consensus presentation
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